
WEEK 5

Your 
badge 

goes here

In All Stars Cricket, we  
are one big team, so this 
week’s badge is for Teamwork. 
In cricket, players have to work 
with each other to help be the 
best that they can be. Batters 

run together and bowlers rely 
on their team mates to catch 
the ball. Being part of a team 
is brilliant as you get to have 
fun and celebrate with all of 
your friends.

TEAMWORK
• Praise supportive team behaviours 
• Try to mix teams up in ability and challenge older  
 All Stars to help improve younger one

KEY POINTS FOR TEAMWORK

    

Warm Up:  
Lost in Space

Bowling: 
Comet Course Bowling

Batting: 
Caterpillar Cricket

Fielding: 
Asteroid Belt



LOST IN SPACELost in space

COMPETITION CORNER 
Introduce a point for each player a catcher tags and work in 
pairs/teams to score the most points. GET THE ADULTS INVOLVED

Using adults as taggers in this game gets more kids involved in running.

Easier:
- Use large balls
- Increase playing space to  
 avoid catchers
- Play in teams
- Run through legs of stuck players

More Challenging:
- Use small balls for catching
- A catch and return throw to release  
 stuck players
- Change how players move round  
 the area
- Decrease space to avoid catchers

CHANGE IT! Adaptation / Variation



COMET COURSE  
BOWLING

COMPETITION CORNER 
Setting a timer and having each lane compete against 
each other to see how many times they can hit the 
wickets is a great challenge to make things competitive.

More Challenging: 
- Increase the length of Run Up   
- Narrow the cones and the   
 channel players bowl down
- Increase the distance to the   
stumps

Easier:
- Start from a standing position  
 and gradually increase run up length
- Bowl with larger ball to help with  
  straight arm
- Reduce the distance to the stump
- Add additional sets of stumps to hit

CHANGE IT! Adaptation / Variation

GET THE ADULTS INVOLVED
Parents and adults can help keep the activity flowing by backing up the wicket keeper 
to get any they miss back in quickly.

Encourage straight run ups   
Develop a good final step to bowl     
Introduce follow through when bowling

Equipment

Aim

Opposite each set of stumps, set up a 
run up with a rope and set of cones as 
shown.
Bowlers run through the channel 
created by the rope and deliver the 
ball, stepping over the rope at the end.

Organisation
The Wicket keeper receives 
the bowl and runs back 
to the start while bowler 
follows through and runs on 
behind stumps to become 
wicket keeper.

- Spread out the lanes to encourage social distancing.          
- Use cones to space out players while they are waiting.                 
- Although balls will change hands, ask a parent to    
 introduce new balls regularly and clean used ones.

Covid 19 Modifications



CATERPILLAR  
CRICKET

COMPETITION CORNER 
Introduce a point for each player a catcher tags and work in 
pairs/teams to score the most points. GET THE ADULTS INVOLVED

Using adults as taggers in this game gets more kids involved in running.

Easier:
- Drop feed or rolling feed for the  
 batter to hit
- Fielders have to make more throws  
 and catches before returning ball
- Use larger ball
- Reduce running distance.

More Challenging :
- Increase the speed of the bowl
- Fielders have to make fewer throws  
 before the ball can be returned
- Longer running circuit
- Hit more than one ball before running.

CHANGE IT! Adaptation / Variation

Organisation
Two teams, one batting and one 
fielding
A bowler, Activator or volunteer 
delivers the ball to a member of 
the batting team
After the ball is hit, everyone from 
the batting team needs to 
complete a run by going around 
the cones laid out
No runner can overtake the player 
who hit the ball

Watch and hit a moving 
ball with a free swing of the bat
Watch and catch a ball
Throw a ball
Teamwork.

Equipment

Aim

Competition corner
Introduce a point for each player 
a catcher tags and work in 
pairs/teams to score the most 
points.

Get the adults 
involved

Change it!

Using adults as taggers 
in this game gets more 
kids involved in running.

More challengingAdaptation/variation
Easier
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Drop feed or rolling feed for the 
batter to hit
Fielders have to make more throws 
and catches before returning ball
Use larger ball
Reduce running distance.

Increase the speed of the bowl
Fielders have to make fewer throws 
before the ball can be returned
Longer running circuit
Hit more than one ball before 
running.

While the batting team is running, 
the fielders need to collect the ball, 
complete three catches within their 
team and return the ball to the 
bowler
Once the bowler has the ball, they 
must shout ‘How’s that!’
A run is scored for every member of 
the team that completed a run 
before ‘How’s that’ was shouted
Once everyone has batted, swap 
the teams over.



ASTEROID BELTAsteroid Belt

COMPETITION CORNER 
In a set amount of time, see which All Stars can hit the stumps 
the most times. If they are tagged or touch a cone as the pass 
trough the square, they take one off their score. Add bonus 
points for knocking a whole set of stumps over in one throw.

GET THE ADULTS INVOLVED
Use adults to collect the balls that are thrown at the stumps and return to the All Stars.
Use the adults as ‘aliens’ to tag the all stars as they run through the square.

    

Easier:
- Bring the stumps closer
- Fewer cones to move around
- Make the square bigger to  
 create more space
- Use large balls

More Challenging: 
- Move the stumps further away
- Increase the number of cones  
 and obstructions
- Move using different patterns, e.g.  
 hopping, skipping
- Introduce ‘taggers’ to try and tag  
 the all stars as they cross the square

CHANGE IT! Adaptation / Variation

Asteroid Belt

Equipment

Aim

Organisation
 Lay out cones randomly within a 
square made out of the rope
Set up target stumps an 
appropriate distance away from 
one side of the square

More challengingAdaptation/variation
Easier

Change it!

Competition Corner
Ideas for Competition in here

“XX”

Competition corner
Get two different groups competing 
against each other by creating two 
shapes with the winning team being the 
first to knock down their stumps.

Get the adults involved

 Children collect balls and beanbags 
from one side of the square, navigate 
through the square without touching 
the cones and try and knock down 
the stumps.

Player A

Accurate throwing
Run and pick up

Player A’s partner

 Make the circle smaller
Use larger balls 
Group the stumps closer together
Change the shape to make some 
directions easier – (ie short side of 
rectangle).
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Adults can be used to make this game flow easier by fielding balls and kicking 
balls out from inside the circle, ensuring All Stars get to spend more time 
bowling.

Make the circle larger,
spread out stumps, turn them 
side-on or remove stumps
Ask more developed players to 
have a run up to bowl
Use adults in the circle 
defending the stumps with bats.



WEEK 6

BOWLING Your 
badge 

goes here

By now, you should have done 
lots of bowling at your All Stars 
Cricket sessions - so it’s time for the 
Bowling badge. 

Bowling can be tricky, so it’s really 
important to listen to your Activator 
when they try to help you. 

Top tips are to point at the stumps 
with your non-bowling arm, get 
side on and bowl the ball with a 
straight arm.  
Keep practicing!

• All Stars should keep a straight arm when bowling 
• Introduce bowling position as a “star shape” with  
 the ball in the hand furthest from the target

KEY POINTS FOR BOWLING

    

Warm Up:  
In Space, Outer Space

Bowling: 
Star Gates

Batting: 
3 Bats

Fielding: 
Meteor Shower



IN SPACE,  
OUTER SPACE

COMPETITION CORNER 
Developing the game into a tag type game, where 
players are ‘safe’ when inside the circle but able to 
be tagged by other players on the outside can really 
increase the competition of this game.

In space, outer space

Outer space

In space

In
space!

GET THE ADULTS INVOLVED
Adults can be engaged in this game by coming up with ball skills or movements that 
their All Star can copy or mirror in the activity.

    

Easier:
- Bring the pace of your commands  
 down for less developed groups
- Simple jump in and out of the circle
- Walk around the circle in the same  
 direction when you are ‘orbiting’
- Use larger balls or beanbags for  
 throwing/catching skills.

More Challenging: 
- Hop forward/backwards/side to   
 side/land in star position
- Different movement skills such as   
 hopping, skipping or bounding
- Use multiple circles that the players  
 can move between in different ways
- Speed up commands to catch   
 players in the wrong space.

CHANGE IT! Adaptation / Variation

In space, outer space

Organisation
Activators can also call a ball
handling routine such as figure 8s, 
bounce the ball and around the waist
Activators should speed up their 
calls to increase the intensity of 
the activity  
Add in a competitive element 
by trying to catch children 
out with trick calls. 

All players line up on the same 
side of the rope with a ball, 
starting in the ‘outer space’ 
position       
When Activator calls ‘in space’, 
players jump over the rope
When ‘outer space’ is called, 
players jump back to their 
starting position 

Get ready for action
Different whole-body movements
Make quick decisions
Concentrate on calls.

Equipment

Aim

Outer space

In space

In
space!

Competition corner
Developing the game into a tag type game, where 
players are ‘safe’ when inside the circle but able to 
be tagged by other players on the outside can 
really increase the competition of this game.

Get the adults involved

Change it!
More challengingAdaptation/variation

Easier
 Bring the pace of your commands 

down for less developed groups
Simple jump in and out of the circle
Walk around the circle in the same 
direction when you are ‘orbiting’
Use larger balls or beanbags for 
throwing/catching skills.
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 Hop forward/backwards/side to 
side/land in star position
Different movement skills such as 
hopping, skipping or bounding
Use multiple circles that the players 
can move between in different ways
Speed up commands to catch players 
in the wrong space.

Adults can be engaged in this game by coming up with ball skills or 
movements that their All Star can copy or mirror in the activity.



STAR GATES
Star gates

COMPETITION CORNER 
Ask All Stars to work within their groups to be the first team 
to get to 10 balls bouncing in the target area.

    

• Children to work in pairs for the activity or in groups but 
using their own ball and retrieving their own ball.

COVID-19 Modifications

Star gates

GET THE ADULTS INVOLVED
Adults can be hugely helpful working as a wicketkeeper and returning the ball to their 
All Star so the game runs smoothly. 

More Challenging: 
- Progress from jogging to faster running.
- Increase the distance to the target zone.
- Narrow the target zone that the ball  
 has to bounce in. 
- Narrow the space between the  
 stumps that the players jump through.

Easier:
- Encourage younger/less  
 developed All Stars to start stood  
 still and side-on in a star shape.
- Sidestep through gates rather than  
 running square on.
- Decrease bowling length.
- Increase the size of the target area.

CHANGE IT! Adaptation / Variation

Organisation
In pairs or small groups, run
through the gates and bowl ball
towards target with wicketkeeper
receiving at a safe distance.

In pairs or small groups, run 
through the gates and bowl
without a ball.

Straight arm when bowling.
Co-ordinate body movements for bowling 
action, including the run-up.

Equipment

Aim

Star gates

Competition corner
Ask All Stars to work within their groups 
to be the first team to get to 10 balls 
bouncing in the target area.

Change it!
More challenging

Adaptation/variation
Easier

Encourage younger/less 
developed All Stars to start stood 
still and side-on in a star shape
Sidestep through gates rather than 
running square on
Decrease bowling length
Increase the size of the target area.
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Get the adults involved

Progress from jogging to faster 
running
Increase the distance to the target 
zone
Narrow the target zone that the 
ball has to bounce in 
Narrow the space between the 
stumps that the players jump 
through.

Adults can be hugely helpful working as a wicketkeeper and returning the ball 
to their All Star so the game runs smoothly.   



THREE BATSThree Bats

COMPETITION CORNER 
Teams can count the number of runs they score until they’ve 
lost all their bats. To add some variation, add some target 
zones to score bonus runs. You can play multiple innings and 
accumulate scores or start again each time.

    

• Increase space for batters waiting ->2m.
• All players to use their own bats.
• Increase area for fielders and activator.
• Put fielders into zones to avoid running into each other.

COVID-19 Modifications

Three Bats

GET THE ADULTS INVOLVED
Adults can be really useful as wicket keepers or helping the line to organise and keep 
the game flowing. This should be a fast paced fun game so use adults to help that.

Easier:
- Increase the number of bats the  
 team starts with. 
- Reduce the distance they have  
 to run.
- Use larger balls.
- Start fielders a greater distance 
 from the batter.

More Challenging: 
- Reduce the number of bats the team  
 starts with.
- Increase the distance the batting  
 team has to run.
- Use smaller ball.
- Increase number of ways batters can  
 loose lives e.g. three misses in a row.

CHANGE IT! Adaptation / Variation

Three Bats

Equipment

Organisation
Split All Stars into a batting team 
and a fielding team. The batting 
team start with three bats and the 
activator starts with the same. 
When the batter hits the balls, 
they run around a cone and pass 
their bat onto the next person in 
the queue who doesn’t have one.

More challenging
Adaptation/variation
Easier

Change it!

Competition Corner
Ideas for Competition in here

“XX”

Competition corner
This can be turned into a pairs game 
by having two batters running between 
the wickets and facing double the 
amount of balls alternately. 

Fielders will retrieve the balls and get them 
back to the activator who can bowl as soon 
as a they have a ball in hand.
If the batter is bowled or caught, the team 
loses a bat.
When they lose all three bats the 
teams swap.

Ball two

Use larger balls
Drop feed or roll the ball to the 
batter
Shorten the running distance to 
help score more runs
Activator can assist younger or less 
developed players by kicking balls 
further if they don’t hit it far. 

Increase the speed of the bowling
Encourage the fielders to throw 
the ball back to Activator
Vary where the ball is delivered to 
encourage more developed 
players to play different shots.

Batters hit the ball and score runs.
Fielders get the ball quickly.
Communication.

Aim

Ball one
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Get the adults involved
Although this game works great with six fielders, the more games with small 
numbers the better, so ask adults to help with running a group.



METEOR SHOWERMeteor Shower

COMPETITION CORNER 
Individuals can keep score of how many stumps they hit. All 
the All Stars can also work as one big team to knock down 
all the stumps as quickly as possible. Their times can be 
compared to other groups.

GET THE ADULTS INVOLVED
Adults are essential to keep the balls being thrown beyond the All Stars. Adults can 
also perform the role of batters trying to stop the balls hitting the stumps

Easier:
- Stumps are closer to the  
 throwing line
- Use bigger balls
- Adults don’t throw the balls so  
 far beyond the All Stars

More Challenging: 
- Stumps are further away from the  
 throwing line
- Adults stand between All Stars and  
 stumps and hit balls away
- Adults throw balls a long way beyond  
 All Stars for them to retrieve
- Only use small balls

CHANGE IT! Adaptation / Variation

Meteor Shower

Equipment

Aim

Organisation
 All Stars start behind a line 
holding balls and bean bags.
Target stumps are set up an 
appropriate distance away. All 
Stars try to knock stumps down.

More challengingAdaptation/variation
Easier

Change it!

Competition Corner
Ideas for Competition in here

“XX”

Competition corner
Get two different groups competing 
against each other by creating two 
shapes with the winning team being the 
first to knock down their stumps.

Get the adults involved

Adults past the stumps throw balls 
beyond the All Stars who have to 
retrieve them and return to throw them 
again until all the stumps are knocked 
down

Fast and accurate footwork
Accurate throwing

 Make the circle smaller
Use larger balls 
Group the stumps closer together
Change the shape to make some 
directions easier – (ie short side of 
rectangle).
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Adults can be used to make this game flow easier by fielding balls and kicking 
balls out from inside the circle, ensuring All Stars get to spend more time 
bowling.

Make the circle larger,
spread out stumps, turn them 
side-on or remove stumps
Ask more developed players to 
have a run up to bowl
Use adults in the circle 
defending the stumps with bats.



THROWING
WEEK 7

Your 
badge 

goes here

“HOW FAST CAN 
YOU THROW?”   
One week to go and it’s time for 
the Throwing badge. 

Throwing is a really important 
skill for fielders to have. The 
quicker you can throw the ball 
back to the stumps the better, as 
it will stop the batter running. 

You never know, you might  
even hit the stumps and run  
the batter out! 

• Praise supportive team behaviours 
•  Try to mix teams up in ability and challenge older  
 All Stars to help improve younger ones

KEY POINTS FOR THROWING

    

Warm Up:  
Head, Shoulders, Knees, Ball

Bowling: 
Star Strike

Batting: 
Superbats

Fielding: 
Deep Space Fielding



HEADS, SHOULDERS,
KNEES, BALLHeads, Shoulders, Knees, Balls

Heads, Shoulder, Knees...Ball

COMPETITION CORNER 
Scores can be kept in one to one matches or accumulate 
scores for one team versus another. A great way to rotate who 
plays against who is by forming a competition ladder where 
after five rounds, the winners move in one direction and the 
losers move the other way.

GET THE ADULTS INVOLVED
All Stars can play against their adults. 
Adults can also keep score between a pair of All Stars.

    

    

Easier:
- More time between each  
 instruction.
- Use small number of instructions.
- Shorten distance to cone  
 behind them.
- Use larger balls.

More Challenging: 
- Speed up the rate of instructions.
- Vary instructions to complete tasks  
 as well as finding body parts.
- Start with their backs to each other.
- Increase distance to cone behind them.

CHANGE IT! Adaptation / Variation

• Cones and pairs to be >2m apart
• Balls and cones to be sanitised after activity
• Amend so that each child is working with their own ball and it is a race to 

put their own ball back on the cone.
• If working in pairs, remain in the same pair for the duration of the activity

COVID-19 Modifications

Heads, Shoulders, Knees

Organisation
When they hear ‘cone’ they race 
around the cone behind them.
When they hear ‘ball’ they race 
to pick up the ball quicker than 
their partner.

All Stars find a partner and start 
facing each other either side of a 
cone with a ball on top. A few yards 
behind each All Star is another cone.
All stars touch body parts as 
instructed by activator.

Fast reactions
Listening
Competition

Equipment

Aim

Competition corner
Creating teams with uneven numbers, with less 
developed or younger All Stars in the bigger team, 
can be a great way of levelling the playing field and 
challenging older and more developed All Stars. 

Get the adults involved

Change it!
More challenging

Adaptation/variation
Easier

Adults versus All Stars in this game can be great fun but maybe also ask the 
kids to come up with different ways to move around the space. 

Use cones only without balls
Use two hands to turn over cone
Match players to ability/age
Decrease size of playing area
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Different movement pattern around 

Introduce balls or beanbags
Play with uneven numbers in team
Give one team a head start.

 the space – eg hop/skip/side gallop



STAR STRIKE

COMPETITION CORNER 
Place scores on different coloured cones, with the same 
coloured cones grouped together, and with double points for 
hitting the cones and the stumps in one bowl. Players can aim 
to beat their score each time. 

    

• Children work in pairs or individually.
• Children to retrieve their own ball without wicketkeeper.
• Keep distancing in line.

COVID-19 Modifications

GET THE ADULTS INVOLVED
Using adults as the wicketkeeper and returning the ball to their All Star in this game 
will mean that kids can get more chances to bowl in this game. 

Easier:
- Bowl from a stationary star shape  
 to begin.
- Decrease pitch length.
- Have more cones to hit.
- Use larger ball.

More Challenging: 
- Spread out the cones.
- Decrease team size.
- Increase pitch length.
- Develop to having a run up  to bowl.

CHANGE IT! Adaptation / Variation

Organisation
In pairs or small groups, bowlers 
attempt to hit the cones and 
stumps.
Bowlers rotate with wicketkeeper 
after each attempt.

Straight arm when bowling.
Co-ordinate body movements 
for bowling action.

Equipment

Aim

If a cone is hit it is placed on 
the stumps.
The first team that hits the 
most cones wins.

Competition corner
Place scores on different coloured cones, with the same 
coloured cones grouped together, and with double 
points for hitting the cones and the stumps in one 
bowl. Players can aim to beat their score each time.  

Get the adults involved

Change it!

More challenging
Adaptation/variation
Easier

Bowl from a stationary star shape
to begin
Decrease pitch length
Have more cones to hit
Use larger ball.
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Using adults as the wicketkeeper and returning the ball to their All Star in this 
game will mean that kids can get more chances to bowl in this game.  

Spread out the cones
Decrease team size
Increase pitch length
Develop to having a run up 
to bowl.



SUPERBATS

COMPETITION CORNER 
Ask Players to keep score by counting how many 
times they get to bat in a game

GET THE ADULTS INVOLVED
Especially early on in the sessions, asking an adult helper to organise the line and bat 
handover will really help. 

Easier:
- Activator makes the feed easier                                               
- Activator deliberately feeds to not  
 hit stumps                         
- Shorten distance between stumps  
 for runners use a larger ball for   
 kids that struggle to hit smaller ones           

More Challenging: 
- Activator speeds up  
 time between deliveries                                
- Activator feeds faster delivery                              
- Activator feeds delivery more  
 at stumps

CHANGE IT! Adaptation / Variation

Get the adults involved
Engaging adults as bowlers can mean you can have lots of games going at 
once. Stumps can be replaced with cones if kit becomes an issue.

Change it!

More challenging
Adaptation/variation
Easier

Shorter running distance
No running between wickets
Use larger ball
Group batters by ability.

Longer running distance
Batters bat at two sets of stumps
Use smaller ball
Give batters scoring areas.

Diamond cricket

Batters are caught or bowled 
One run is given each time a
successful rotation is made
Team rotate after all batters are out
The team with the most runs
are deemed winners.

Bowler can bowl at any of the
four batters
Fielders retrieve the ball and
return it to the bowler, who can 
bowl immediately
All batters run anticlockwise 
while the ball is being fielded

Practice hitting the ball    
Understand running fast between the wickets 
Work as a team

Competition corner
If a player on the fielding team manages to take a 
one-handed catch, then the teams automatically 
swap over.

Organisation

Equipment

Aim

One team fields and one team bats. 
Batting team line up behind cone with  
first 5 batters holding bats.
Activator feeds balls as soon as previous 
batter is out of the way and fielding   
players have returned the ball to them.        
Players must run straight to stumps if  
they have hit or not.                                      

When next player bats the  
runner must return to line and 
hand bat over to next player 
without a bat.     
If caught or bowled the team 
loses a bat.
Once all but one bats are lost the 
innings ends and teams swap.                                                                                                          

Organisation

- Place cones to ensure queuing kids are evenly spaced   
 with adequate distance                                  
- Ensure cleaning of equipment between rounds

Covid 19 Modifications



DEEP SPACE 
FIELDINGDeep space fielding

Throwing zone

Ball pile

COMPETITION CORNER 
Set up two groups of stumps in two different zones, split into 
teams and the winning team is the one that knocks down the 
stumps first.

GET THE ADULTS INVOLVED
Adults can be really useful in returning balls back to the start area in this game so that 
their All Stars can have loads of turns knocking over the stumps.

Easier:
- Work in pairs or groups to help   
 get the ball further
- Reduce the distance from the  
 throw line to the stumps
- Make the playing area smaller  
 so less throws needed
- Group the stumps closer together. 

More Challenging: 
- Increase the size of the  playing area
- Increase the distance from the throw  
 line to the stumps
- Spread the stumps out so more  
 difficult to hit
- Activators race All Stars to the balls  
 that have been thrown, knocking  
 them back further.

CHANGE IT! Adaptation / Variation

Deep space fielding

Organisation
Set up a pile of different balls on 
one side of a large playing area 
and a group of stumps on the 
other side
Set up a semi-circle/corden 
around the stumps that players 
cannot enter
All Stars pick up a ball and throw 
as far as they can towards the 
stumps

More challenging
Adaptation/variation
Easier

Change it!

Competition Corner
Ideas for Competition in here

“XX”

Competition corner
Set up two groups of stumps in two 
different zones, split into teams and 
the winning team is the one that 
knocks down the stumps first.

Get the adults involved

  Players then run to their ball, pick it up
and throw again
They continue until they reach the 
semi-circle where they try to throw the 
ball to knock down the stumps
Once they have had a try they run back
to the ball pile and start again
The game continues until the stumps
are all knocked down.

 Work in pairs or groups to help 
get the ball further
Reduce the distance from the 
throw line to the stumps
Make the playing area smaller so 
less throws needed
Group the stumps closer together.

Equipment

Throw a ball
Teamwork.

Aim

Throwing zone

Ball pile
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Increase the size of the 
playing area
Increase the distance from the 
throw line to the stumps
Spread the stumps out so more 
difficult to hit
Activators race All Stars to the 
balls that have been thrown, 
knocking them back further.

Adults can be really useful in returning balls back to the start area in this game 
so that their All Stars can have loads of turns knocking over the stumps.



SPIRIT OF
CRICKET

WEEK 8

Your 
badge 

goes here

The badge this week is ‘Spirit of 

Cricket’, which is something very 

special in the game. It’s all about 

respecting your team mates and 

the opposition, and playing fairly. 

So whether you win, lose or draw, 

it’s important to keep smiling. If 

you can do this, you’ll get your 

‘Spirit of Cricket’ badge. 

This year we have scheduled some activities for week 
8 but clubs might like to just run a week of games 
including your All Stars’s Grown ups.  It’s been a 
fantastic 8 weeks for your All Stars so don’t forget to 
present the certificates which can be found on the 
ECB Resource Hub

KEY POINTS FOR SPIRIT OF CRICKET

    

Warm Up:  
Volcanoes & Craters

Bowling: 
Follow the Comet

Batting: 
Diamond Cricket

Fielding: 
Clean your Planet



VOLCANOES  
AND CRATERSVolcanoes and craters

COMPETITION CORNER 
Creating teams with uneven numbers, with less developed 
or younger All Stars in the bigger team, can be a great way 
of levelling the playing field and challenging older and more 
developed All Stars.

GET THE ADULTS INVOLVED
Adults versus All Stars in this game can be great fun but maybe also ask the 
kids to come up with different ways to move around the space. 

Easier:
- Use cones only without balls
- Use two hands to turn cone over 
- Match players to ability/age
- Decrease size of playing area

More Challenging :
- Different movement pattern around  
 the space - eg hop/skip/side gallop
- Introduced balls or beanbags
- Play with uneven numbers in team
 Give one team a head start

CHANGE IT! Adaptation / Variation

Volcanoes and craters

Organisation
 Cones cannot be protected  
Use different types of movement 
around playing area
Count the cones at the end to
decide a winner.
 

Two teams – volcanoes and craters       
Spread cones out over playing
area as volcanoes (down) and 
craters (up)
The teams turn as many of their 
opposition’s cones over as possible

Get ready for action
Different whole-body movements
Teamwork.

Equipment

Aim

Competition corner
 Creating teams with uneven numbers, with less 
developed or younger All Stars in the bigger team, 
can be a great way of levelling the playing field and 
challenging older and more developed All Stars. 

Get the adults involved

Change it!
More challenging

Adaptation/variation
Easier

 Adults versus All Stars in this game can be great fun but maybe also ask the 
kids to come up with different ways to move around the space. 

Use cones only without balls
Use two hands to turn over cone
Match players to ability/age
Decrease size of playing area
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Different movement pattern around 

Introduce balls or beanbags
Play with uneven numbers in team
Give one team a head start.

 the space – eg hop/skip/side gallop
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Wicketkeeper throws ball to 
the fielder and thakes their 
place.
Fielder runs back to take their 
turn bowling and rotation 
continues.

FOLLOW THE COMET

COMPETITION CORNER 
Giving scores for certain outcomes (bouncing in the 
roped area/hitting the stumps) will mean that kids 
can compete against themselves to score points.  
Challenging each lane to score the most points will 
make it even more competitive.

GET THE ADULTS INVOLVED
When kids are getting used to being a wicketkeeper, some balls can be missed so 
having grown ups behind the stumps backing them up can be really helpful.

Bowl accurately      
Develop follow through when bowling       
Practice being a Wicketkeeper

Equipment

Aim

Get players into groups of 4-6 depending 
on the amount of bowling lanes set up.
One player starts as wicketkeeper, one on 
the fielding cone and bowlers behind the 
cones at the end of the lane.
Bowler bowls, aiming to bounce ball 
between ropes, and follows through to 
become wicketkeeper

Organisation

- Spread out the lanes to encourage social distancing                 
- Use cones to space out players while they are waiting                       
- Although balls will change hands, ask a parent to 
introduce new balls regularly and clean used ones

Covid 19 Modifications
Easier:
- Reduce the distance from the   
 bowling line to the stumps  
- Increase the size of the area between 
 the ropes that players are aiming at   
- Double up on the stumps to give a  
 bigger target

CHANGE IT! Adaptation / Variation
More Challenging: 
- Make the area between the   
ropes smaller   
- Remove stumps from the base to  
 make the target more challenging    



DIAMOND CRICKET

COMPETITION CORNER 
If a player on the fielding team manages to take a
one-handed catch, then the teams automatically
swap over.

GET THE ADULTS INVOLVED
Adults are essential to keep the balls being thrown beyond the All Stars. Adults can 
also perform the role of batters trying to stop the balls hitting the stumps

Easier:
- Shorter running distance
- No running between wickets
- Use larger ball
- Group batters by ability.

More Challenging: 
- Longer running distance
- Batters bat at two sets of stumps
- Use smaller ball
- Give batters scoring areas.

CHANGE IT! Adaptation / Variation

Get the adults involved
Engaging adults as bowlers can mean you can have lots of games going at 
once. Stumps can be replaced with cones if kit becomes an issue.

Change it!

More challenging
Adaptation/variation
Easier

Shorter running distance
 No running between wickets
 Use larger ball
 Group batters by ability.

 Longer running distance
 Batters bat at two sets of stumps
 Use smaller ball
 Give batters scoring areas.

Diamond cricket

Batters are caught or bowled 
One run is given each time a
successful rotation is made
Team rotate after all batters are out
The team with the most runs
are deemed winners.

Bowler can bowl at any of the
four batters
Fielders retrieve the ball and
return it to the bowler, who can 
bowl immediately
All batters run anticlockwise 
while the ball is being fielded

Batters score runs 
Fielders help wicket taking 
Teamwork.

Competition corner
If a player on the fielding team manages to take a 
one-handed catch, then the teams automatically 
swap over.

Organisation

Equipment

Aim



CLEAN YOUR 
PLANET

Clean your planet

Go!

COMPETITION CORNER 
As an extension to this game you can split up into smaller 
groups and create a number of circles to represent the planets 
that need cleaning.

GET THE ADULTS INVOLVED
Kids love to play ‘Clean your planet’ against adults and in our experience 
always seem to win.

Easier:
- Seated roll a ball to a partner
- Roll ball to partner standing up 
- Face opposite partner in a line –  
 give a call to run and swap places
- Use larger balls.

More Challenging: 
- Play with smaller team numbers
- Increase size of playing area
- Introduce a back line so balls only  
 count if they remain in the area.

CHANGE IT! Adaptation / Variation

Organisation
The team with the fewest balls on
their planet are the winners
After several rounds, bowling can 
be introduced.  

Two teams        
Activator shouts ‘go’, and
players on both teams roll or  
underarm throw their balls to
their opposition’s planet
Play should continue until the
call of ‘stop’

Watch and stop a ball then throw it 
Make quick decisions
Teamwork.

Equipment

Aim

Go!

Clean your planet

Competition corner
 As an extension to this game you can 
split up into smaller groups and create a 
number of circles to represent the 
planets that need cleaning.

Change it!
More challengingAdaptation/variation

Easier
 Seated roll a ball to a partner
Roll ball to partner standing up
Face opposite partner in a line – 
give a call to run and swap places
Use larger balls.
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Get the adults involved
Kids love to play ‘Clean your planet’ against adults and in our experience 
always seem to win.

 Play with smaller team numbers
Increase size of playing area
Introduce a back line so balls 
only count if they remain in the 
area.


